Your Partner for Purchase Order Management
– Secure delivery dates from your
global supplier base

Purchasing & Logistics Solutions for Manufacturing
and Assembly Companies

Company Profile

PBS – Your Cost Down Partner

PBS logistics is a global outsourcing service provider and long-term specialist for pro-active purchase order management (POM). We secure and
improve delivery dates with your global supplier base. By using efficient
POM systems and a highly qualified purchasing team we achieve on-time
production and delivery and improve your supplier’s performance, logistics costs and working capital. Our pro-active Delta Management is far
superior to static Tracking & Tracing systems you can find in the market.
In the global procurement industry since 1993, you will benefit from our
experience and performance. We offer a competitive and scalable outsourcing model.

Secure on-time manufacturing of your orders with the support of our
experienced expediting team and efficient POM tools.

PBS logistics is your service partner to improve on-time-delivery and drive
down your logistics cost.

Value-Added Services you can choose from
Global POM Team

Project POM Team

Secured deliveries will allow for the most competitive supply chains
and thus significantly reduced logistic cost.
Benefit from efficient order management and tracking tools for
standard or project-related use.
Free-up working capital with more reliable supply chains and lower
stocks.
Have “Delta Management” Specialists support you to analyze bottleneck situations on site and implement improvement processes.
Benefit from scalable subcontracting manpower – we can offer any
manpower equivalents from 25% jobs to full, multi-talented teams.

On Site Escalation Management

Cost Down Review
Transport
Warehousing
Logistics

Maintenance,
Repair and
Operations (MRO)

Direct
Material

Special Projects

You are looking for a permanent
POM solution that will help you
decrease your logistics costs and
make sure that your goods are
delivered just in time?

You are launching a new project and
are looking for a competent manpower at scalable cost to balance out
your peak demands?

You are looking for experienced
manpower at short notice to solve
critical bottle necks at your suppliers
on site? Do you need to arrange
urgent on board couriers?

You are looking for a competent
partner to analyze and drive down
cost within your global supply chain?

+ 500

suppliers expedited worldwide

+ 700

shipments released per week

+ 11.000
parts managed
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